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our main differentiator
in the Aftermarket industry
is our embodiment of the
true spirit of partnership

Happy New Year to our valued customers,
suppliers, and partners. In this inaugural issue
of 2018, we’d like to do a “year in review” and
extend our heartfelt thanks for the “part” you
played in it.

• We grew our presence in South America and

Our main differentiator in the aftermarket
industry is our embodiment of the spirit of
partnership. We live our motto, “true supply
chain partner,” by walking in your shoes…by
becoming a vital extension of your supply chain…
and by making sure you have the confidence
knowing the part you need to solve an AOG will
show up when you need it.

our inventory in response to the needs you’ve
communicated.

You’ve expressed your confidence in us with
some significant contracts in 2017. Two of them
exemplify that we’re “More Than Just Parts” by
providing program-based solutions:

• We signed a multi-year agreement to support
a major MRO’s power-by-the-hour program with
enhanced A320 material.

• We acquired more than 45 aircraft to support

•

We expanded our capabilities to acquire
airframes and engines and look forward to
providing you with the levels of products and
services you need in 2018.

• We acquired 10 engines in 2017 and continue
to evaluate and grow our Engine product line
to support our customers.

•

We increased our warehouse space by 60
percent, to provide the additional support and
ensure we have room to grow.

• We signed a multi-year agreement to serve as
the exclusive AOG partner for one of the fastestgrowing airlines in South America,

• During this past year, we’ve created and added

•

We increased our market share in South
America and Asia Pacific, while adding several
new airline operators—including some of the
top 20 airlines in the world.

Last, but certainly not least, we’ve been
recognized for the ninth consecutive year by INC
magazine in its INC 5000 list of fastest-growing
companies. And for the third consecutive year,
our local community awarded us the rank of
top workplace wellness program in Arizona.
We are so thankful for our Customers and
Suppliers and know that none of this is possible
without you. We’re thrilled to become an
integral part of your business and we express
our gratitude for your continued support.

Best wishes for a prosperous and fulfilling 2018.
Warmest regards,

ITS has never been more committed to
providing you with unparalleled expertise in
the platforms we specialize in:

Here are some additional and notable highlights
from the past year:
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strengthened our team in Europe to provide
24/7 uninterrupted support to customers,
regardless of their base of operations.

you our entrepreneurial spirit and worked on
building more long-term partnerships with
your team. Our goal is to foster a one-to-one
interaction between our dedicated Account
Managers and you.

a Landing Gear Integrated Product Team (IPT)
to our portfolio of products and services.

•

Many more talented individuals joined our
team in 2017, increasing our total employees by
over 20%.
Throughout the year, our employees have shown

Ryan Kohnke
Managing Partner

Scott Tinker
Managing Partner

Airframe and Special
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Projects
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2017 highlights - BY THE #S

é14%

é60%

é25%

é20%

é132%

increase
in overall
revenue growth
YOY 2016-2017

increase
in Facility
Square Footage
YoY 2016-2017

Overall
growth in
Key Customer
Business

increase in the
total number of
employees
YOY 2016-2017

increase in
inventory
footprint, with
45 aircraft
dismantled & 10
engines acquired
for component
support
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aircraft in the spotlight: boeing 737Ng
The Boeing 737 Next Generation (737 NG) is the evolution of the

Over the years, Boeing has introduced additional updates, from

highly successful 737 Classic family in Boeing’s portfolio. Introduced

weight reductions to an updated brake package, just to name a few.

on December 17, 1997 by launch customer and largest operator

The 737 NG split the narrowbody market with the Airbus A320, with

Southwest Airlines, it is the most successful variant of a jet-engine

the McDonnell Douglas MD-80/90 family playing a distant third.

powered airliner with over 7,000 aircraft produced and delivered.
Today the production of the 737 NG continues in Renton, WA, on a
Today the 737 NG family spans across four models, from the 132 seats

lean moving-production line, but it is gradually giving way to the

737-600 to the 220 seats 737-900. The 737 NG family has also been

newest version of the 737, the 737 MAX. The 737 MAX is the successor

developed into a business jet with the launch of the Boeing Business

to the 737 NG. It started deliveries in 2017 with airlines all over the

Jet (BBJ) family of large cabin airliner-derived business jets. Finally,

world. Southwest Airlines is once again a launch customer, albeit it

the 737 NG airframe is also the platform used for several military

was not the first airline to receive a 737 MAX aircraft: that honor went

variants operated by air forces all over the world. The most notable

to Malaysia-based Malindo Air, a subsidiary of the Lion Air Group.

military variant is the P-8 Poseidon, a maritime patrol aircraft that is
replacing the P-3 Orion, the maritime patrol mainstay of several navies.

Anticipating and reading the needs of the Air Transport Aftermarket,
ITS has throughout the years
packages

Born as a competitive answer to the Airbus A320 family, the

and

development of the 737 NG started in 1993. Boeing introduced major

its

modifications to the 737 platform, increasing the wing span and

on both airframe and engines.

737

NG

to

acquired

material

support

customers

area as well as introducing new fuel-efficient engines, the CFM56-7B,
developed by partner CFM International. The interior was updated as
well, incorporating several innovations from the then in-development

ñ

777. A later update of the interior in 2010 called Sky Interior mimics
the look and feel of the cabin of the latest Boeing wide body, the 787.
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employee in the spotlight: taylor davis
Taylor Davis is a Senior Account Manager ITS. In his role Taylor

earn preferred status with top-tier airlines and MROs gives him the

helps define and execute the True Supply Chain Partnerships

opportunities to learn what materials and services are needed and

that make ITS different from other Air Transport Aftermarket

when, thus becoming an integral part of the end user’s supply chain.

companies. He is an integral part of the ITS Sales Team, which fuels

Taylor admits that the best part of the job is the ongoing interaction

the company’s growth and constantly looks for new opportunities

with his vast database of industry contacts. “I truly take pride in creating

for diversification.

and developing relationships… it’s been a lot of work, but it’s been fun.”

Taylor started working at ITS in December 2013 as a Repair Coordinator

Bo Lump, VP of Sales - Airframe, says of Taylor: “He is always willing to

with the goal of helping ITS develop relationships with service vendors.

go above and beyond to ensure our customers are satisfied by giving

Having spent two years at a Phoenix-area 145 narrowbody repair

them exceptional service, which is the heart of ITS.”

station, he was able to build on that baseline industry knowledge and
customer service experience. Moving to the Sales Department in 2014

Outside of work, Taylor enjoys traveling and entertaining friends

was a natural transition for Taylor. His ability to ask the right questions,

with his fiancé. Once a personal trainer pursuing a position

learn his customers’ needs and consistently exceed their expectations

as a firefighter, he can be found in the gym about

earned him the title of Top Performer of the Year in 2017.

4-5 times a week.

When asked about his success with end-user partnerships and strategic

ñ

solutions, he credits his fellow team members who’ve earned ITS their
excellent reputation in the industry. Using this position to
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upcoming events
2018

AERO-engines americas | jan 31 - feb 1
fort lauderdale, FL

AEROXCHANGE | feb 27 - march 1
san diego, ca

ISTAT AMERICAS | MARCH 4 - 6
SAN DIEGO, CA

MRO AMERICAS | APRIL 10 - 12
ORLANDO, FL

dublin aviation summit | may 14 - 16
dublin, ireland

ALTA CCMA | May 20 - 22
riviera maya, mexico

AP&M SUMMIT | may 30 - 31
LONDON, UK

MRO BEER | june 6 - 7
ljubljana, slovenia

chi-stat | june 6
chicago, il

ASA / AFRA CONFERENCE | JUne 24 - 26
scottsdale, az

ACPC | AUGUST 18 - 21
orlando, fl

ISTAT eMEA | september 23 - 25
prague, czech republic

MRO EUROPE | OCTOBER 16 - 18
amsterdam, netherlands
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WE LOOK
FORWARD
TO SEEING
YOU THERE!

